


EWE tells the story of a state, where monitoring and 

observation is part of everyday life. Every person 

is watcher as well as beeing watched, victim and 

offender at the same time... and everyone agrees with 

this kind of living. So does Nicolai, a successful 

journalist. For a long time he has forgotten about 

the cameras around him. Assiduously he is completing 

hishis watching-quota - until he takes a look behind 

the curtain of the holistic and democratic 

observation for the first time of his life...



The movie tells the story through

stills, beeing portent of cinematic 

motion - giving almost a glance of 

it without outbiding it.

EWEEWE designs in a documentary way 

a dark and yet ironic dystopia of 

a world where violation of 

privacy is a civic duty.



CAST

Nicolai Wandlitz........   Mathieu Charrière

Voice Nicolai...........   Johannes Franke

Hektor........................   Joost Renders

Doorman....................   Martin Hamann

Radiovoices..............   Mathieu Charrière

                                                      Florian Bayer

Tom.............................   Martin Hamann

Interviewpartner.......  Maja Makowski

                            Mathieu Charrière

                            Florian Bayer

Observer 1     Stefan A. Stegerer

Observer 2     Florian Bayer

Observer 3Observer 3     Katrin Bayer

CREW

director, editor, grader

cinematographer..........  Johannes Franke

Co-director, screenplay  Florian Bayer

Gaffer........................  Walther PPK

Lightsupport, set design  Sophia Gross

Sounddesign.................. Sounddesign..................  Kai Unger

Soundtrack....................  Kai Unger

       Marcus Dost

       Johannes Krause

       Chris Dietermann

       Jonathan Blok

Catering.....................  MOVIECLEAN Eventservice

Setrunner.................... Setrunner....................  Matthias Jentsch

Special Effects..............  EWE-FX AG



DREHBUCH/CO-REGIE: Florian Bayer (*1982)

Actor in normal life, Johannes Franke 

is giving his directing-debut with EWE. 

To realize his vision of this movie, he 

decided to put his abilities as a 

photografer into the project and 

assumes responsibility for the camera 

and the postproduction of the pictures.

is an author, dramaturge and director. The 

issue „monitoring“ he already worked up 

with the short movie „Little Brother is 

watching you“. With his short-story „EWE“ 

he won the first price of the literature 

competition „Am Ende der Leitung“. The 

screenplay for the movie is his work. too. 

REGIE/KAMERA: Johannes Franke (*1983)



following to first photographic projects as 

a freelancing assistent (fashion, equestrian 

sport) he became Orchestra assistant at the

"bayrische Staatsoper" (bavarian opera) and 

then switched to the "Staatstheater am 

Gärtnerplatz“ where he became a lightning

technician,technician, and finally went to the "Münch-

ner Kammerspiele". 2007 he came to Berlin

where he serves and developes diverse film-projects, 

fairs and events as a lighting technician.

LICHT: WALTHER PPK KONTAKT: GONE ASTRAY

2010 Johannes Franke and Florian 

Bayer founded this label „GONE 

ASTRAY“ under which future 

projects will be published.

GONE ASTRAY

c/o Johannes Franke

cumioco@gmx.de
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